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U71 ABSTRACT 

A trowel and related method of manufacture in which 
residual stresses are intentionally imposed upon the bottom 
working surface and/or the top mounting surface of a trowel 
hlade. Stresseq can be imposed, for example, by glass bead 
peening, shot peening, rolling. andor brushing the metal 
trowel blade. Stresses are built up to a working stess level 
that remains substantially constant with further use of the 
trowel against abrasive, spreadable surfaces. Imposed 
stresses on the top and bottom surfaces can dso be used to 
vary the resulting curvature of the blade. 

28 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets 
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1 
TROWEL BAYING IMPOSED BLADE 

STRESSES AND METHOD OF 
MANUFACTURE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to trowels for spreading concrete, 
plaster and other types of spreadable materials, and more 
particularly relates to the intentional manipulation of 
stresses in the blade of n trowel during its manufacture. 

2 
provided with the blade having aresidual stress intentionally 
imposed on the working surface of the blade. This imposed 
stress is related to the stress that will be imposed on the blade 
by the intended spreadable material during use. 

5 In one embodiment, a complimentary stress is imposed on 
the back surface of the blade in order to compensate or 
control any deformation of the blade due to stress on the 
working side of the blade. Such a complimentary stress may 
be used to cause the blade to retain' its manufactured shape. 

w 

Spreadable materials such as concrete, plaster. and adhe- lo 

sives are smoothed to achieve a desired surface finish or DESCRIPTI.Olr; OF THE DRAWINGS 

profile. Such smoothing is done by hand tools that have a flat m ~ .  1 is a boaom perspective view of a finishing trowel 
surface that is drawn across the spreadable material. Such manufactured according to the present invention. 
tools include trowels which are typically used to apply the 

15 FTG. 2 is a top perspective view of the trowel of FIG. 1. 
spreadable material as well as to finish the surface. 

FTG. 3 is a perspective view illustrating the working of the Trowels constructed with a thin flexible blade are gener- 
trowel of mG, in a spreadable material. ally preferred for both application and smoothing of the 

spreadable material. In some applications, the worker FIG- is a perspective view a sheet of 
desires that his trowel blade be perfectly flat. In other 20 which the @owel of 1 is ~ ~ n u f a c ~ r e d .  
applications. it is desired that the blade be slightly bowed, FIG. 5 is a perspective view of a s t q  in themanufacturing 
cwing  or bending upwardly both in its length and width process of the trowel of EIG. 1. 
direction. FIG. 6 is a graph showing axial stress profiles on the top 

Warpage or excessive bowing of the blade is a common (mounting) blade surface for new, used. and glass bead 
problem. The blade of a new trowel. for example, may 25 blasted trowels. with tensile stress shown as positive (+) and 
become warped or bowed during its initial use: even though compressive stress shown as negative (-). The vertical axis 
the trowel blade is made from material having a very high shows residual stress measured in KSI (kips p a  square inch) 
yield strength, it can warp or bow excessively after a few and the horizontal axis shows depth in thousandths (0.001) 
hours' use. Skilled workers will return tools to the manu- of an inch. 
facturer if their blades warp or bow excessively. 30 FIG. 7 is a graph showing axial stress profiles on the 

Tool manufacturers purchase flat strip material Prom bottom (working) blade surface for new. used. and glass 
which they manufacture trowel blades. The same material is bead blasted trowels. with tensile stress shown a. positive 
purchased repeatedly over h e  from the same supplier, but (+) and compressive stress shown as negative I-). The 
does not necessarily produce consistent trowel blades that vertical axis shows residual stress measured in KSI (kips per 
have the same warpage or bow after use. 35 square inch) and the horizontal axis shows depth in thou- 

Even though trowels and other tools for applying and sandths (0.001) of an inch. 
cmnnthing spreahbk rmtaia!c: an retativeiy simpie and -- 
ua-.,-.....- r LC+. 8 is a graph showing uansvene &Cress profiles on 
have been used for many years, warpage and bowing of top (mounting) blade surface for new, used. and glass bead 
trowel blades have remained unresolved problems in the art. blasted bowels. with tensile stress shown as positive (+) and 

40 compressive stress shown as negative I-). The vertical axis 
SUMMARY OF THE INWWITON shows residual stress measured in KSI (kips per square inch) 

It is an object of the present invention to overcome the and the horizontal axis shows depth in thousandths (0.001) 
disadvantages of tools used to apply and finish spreadable of an inch. 
materials containing abrasive particles. FIG. 9 is a graph showing transverse stress profiles on the 

It is a specific object of the present invention to provide j5 bottom (working) blade surface for new. used. and glass 
a tool for applying and finishing spreadable materials having bead blasted trowels, with tensile stress shown as positive 
a blade that will not warp or bow excessively as a result of (+) and compressive stress shown as negative (-j. The 
use. vertical axis shows residual stress measured in KSI (kips per 

Tt is another object of the present invention to provide a square inch) and the horizontal axis shows depth in thou- 
blade for a tml  for spreading and finishing a spreadable 50 ~ m d t h s  (0.00 1) of an inch- 
material that will not warp as a result of use with materials 
containing abrasive particles. 

Another obiect of the present invention is to provide a 
blade for a t&l for spr&ding and finishing a spreadable 
material having a working surface that is intentionally 
stressed during manufacture to the typical residual stress that 
will be created on the working surface during use with 
materials containing abrasive particles. 

It is a forrther object of the present invention to provide a 
method of manufacturing trowel blades. 

Yet another object of the present invention is to provide a 
method of manufacturing a blade for a tool for applying and 
finishing a spreadable material that will not warp as a result 
of use with materials containing abrasive particles. 

More particularly. a method of manufacturing a blade for 
a tool for applying and spreading spreadable material is 

DETAILED DESCRIII?ION OF THE 
P- EMBODIMENT 

55 Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, a cement trowel 11 is formed 
of a metal (steel, stainless steel. Monel, etc.) blade 13, a 
mounting 14 and a handle 15. Blade 13 is formed of a 
rectangular sheet of metal having a bottom surface 17 and a 
top surface 19. Surfaces 17. 19 lie in parallel planes sepa- 

60 rated a distance 21 of the thickness of blade 13. Blade 13 has 
an axial direction 12 which rims parallel to mounting 14, and 
a transverse direction 16 which rum perpendicular to mount- 
ing 14. 

As shown in FIG. 3, trowel 11 is used by a skilled worker 
65 (not shown) to apply andlor spread a spreadable material 

such as concrete 23. Concrete 23 includes abrasive praticles 
such as sand, rocks or gravel 25. As blade 13 is moved across 
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3 4 
the concrete, the cement and abrasive particles impact stress Ievel. During this intentional stressing step, the sur- 
against the bottom surface 17 of the blade. This has been face 37 may be worn by abrasion, for example, which 
found to produce a v q  high bi-axial or trans-axial stress on abrasion itself will impose a stress level to the surface 37. 
the flat surface 17 of the blade. That is- the bottom surface As shown LII FIG. 5, the flat surface 37 of blade cell 31 is 
of the trowel is stressed in directions along the Bat sllrface 5 u n i f o d y  blast& by individual glass beads 39 of selected 
17.This stress aPPeafi to be aresuit "hJPh3" or abrasion sizes. The beads 39 are forced against the b l a h  cell 31 for 
of the b h k  mfacc against tfie abrasive e e l e s  25 in the a predetermined length of time. Blade cell 31 m y  be moved 
matmid 23 hint3 spread The a d  of troweling creates high with respect to a single blasting nozzle 41 from which the 
(UP to 1 3 0 * 0  psi) d d h w .  (UP to 0.0015" deep! bi-axial or beads are shot. Alternatively, cell 31 may be held fixed and 
ms-axial, compressive, residual stresses in efie bottom 10 a plurality of like nozzles 41 may be used to shmt beads 
w m ~ n g  surface of the blade. The resulting stress is the against the surface 37. The blasting is performed so that 
cumdative effed of the plastic deformation of micro- surface 37 should be uniforrdy. 
ngions of Fontan beween Ule surface After the bottom surface 37 has been uniformly saessed, 
and individual particles. the top surface 43 of blade cell 31 is also uniformly stressed 
AS a new tX0wel is used. its bttom blade surface becomes 15 me blade 31 may be inverted and the same blasting 

stressed through use against Or abrasive nozzles 41 may be used Alternatively, nozzles 41 may be 
W c l e  containing materials. This is "breaking- located on both sides of blade cell 31 and surfaces 37.43 are 
in" of a new &owel. Regardless of the initial residual stress blasted me he d-g he two 
state of the worlring surface of a cmventional trowel. ,&aces 37, 43 are subject to blicsting m y  bc: of the same 

of abmsive quickly a high* 2o length. The times and intensity of blasting are predetermined 
shallow. bi-axial or trans-axial. compressive stress. Such ,,.I that subsequent trowels of substantially the same char- 

d c v d ~ n t  is a m n t  in t . ~  kst of acteristics m y  be manufactured. Ofher conditions during 
use. with further me- stress continues to to a the blasting may include, for example, an environment of 
limiting value. The &velopment rate slows as rhe limit is air and at temperame izvcls. 
approwhcd generally stops limit is 25 in the pefened embodiment, troweling such materials as 
This limit is a ~ O x i m a t e l ~  s i n t ~  Frcent of the 'lade concrete, plaster, dryall compound and/or e t e r i n  hsu-  
rnataial's yield strength. lation Finishing Systems (EIFS) has been found to produce 

The sass &veioped at the surface of the known residual stress profiles in untreated trowel blades. As 
thaeaftcr with use. As the is used 3o shown in F'IGS. 6 9 .  arid and transverse residual stress 

the bottom ~ u r f a a  is abraded removing the proiiles for new (graphical plot I), used (graphical plot 2). 
blade* but* at the -e time, the stress and glass bead blasted (graphical plot 3)  trowel blades are 

newly presented blade Ill&& at the s~rfaCa2. 7he surface as data was obtained using X-Ray 
S&CSS ill a "broken-h" trowel is, therefore. COIlStiUlt aIld diffraction measurement devices, Sub-surface were 
prtdicta ble. obtained by removing layers vla chemical eIectropolishing 

stress buildup on the bottom working surface O c c m  '' and then repeatedly measuring the newly exposed surface, 
when the t r~wel  works with a l l  coIXnonly t m ~ l e d  mate- All sub-surface values were corrected for the effed of 
rials which contain abrasive particles. Such materials removed layers. The data plots for the new. used, and blasted 
inch& concrete, mortar. plaster. drywall compound and trowel blades represent thousands of residual stress mea- 
paprietary plaster-Like materials containing hard particles in a surements. 
a carrier and which transform to a hard+ ~laster-me As shown in FIGS. 6 9 ,  the residual axial and transverse 
material upon curing or drying. stresses. particularly on the bottom working surface 17 (FIG. 

Referring again to FIG. 1. blade 13 is provided with a flat 1). change substantially after use (compare g r a p h 4  piots 1 
wcrking surface 17. A certain shallow level of stress, r e p  and 2). Such troweling causes the overall residual stress to 
resented by i m ~ ~  n, is intentionally imposed on the ,5 "build" on the working surface within a fcw hours to a 
w~kiOg surfwe of the blade. That level of stress 27 is made working stress level. Hence. steels and other materials used 
mbmt i lUv  equal to the level and depth of stress that the for trowel blades have a natural residual stress limit, or 
intcn&d spreadable makx-kd would impose on working capacity. when subjected to normal troweling uses. 
SWf~ce  17 dlIling use of trowel 11 with the intended spread- Moreover, this W o r b g  stress level is it 
able material. 50 remains substantially the same or constant with further use 

As shown in FIG. 2, a compensating stress 29 is imposed of the trowel. As shown in FIGS. 7 and 9. the axial and 
on top surface 19 of blade 13. The c o q m M i n g  stress 29 transverse stresses on the bottom working surface 17 (FIG. 
COIQxnSateS for the tendency of blade 13 to bow or distort 1) for the glass bead blasted trowel (graphical plot 3) and the 
in shape due to the stress level 27 imposed on the working used trowel (graphical plot 2) remain substantially parallel 
surface 17 of the Made. 55 over the plotted range of depths. As FIG. 7 illustrates. axial 

Referring to FIG. 4, blade 13 is manufactured by cutting stress plots 2 and 3 remain within 15-20 KSI or less of each 
a Made cell 31 from a flat strip of steel 33 having a thickness other across the measured depth range of 23.5-26 thou- 
35. Stnp 33 is unrolled from a coiI and has a width equal to sandths of an inch. As FIG. 9 illustrates, transverse stress 
the width of blade 13. Blade cell 31 is cut in a rectangular plots 2 and 3 remain within 10 KSI or less of each other 
shape and carries a flat surface 37. Blade cell 31 may be cut 60 across the same depth range. Hence, glass bead blasting 
by using conventional steel cutting bla&s or cutting torches, (graphical plots 3) can produce residual stress profiles, 
as will suggest itself. Ends of the blade cell 31 can be cut particularly on the bottom working surfaces, that nearly 
quart, round or at some angle other than 90 degrees. match the natural limit of troweling induced stresses 

Flat surface 37 carries a particular residual stress depend- (gra@cal plots 2) cmsed by using the trowel. 
ing on the manner in which the flat strip of steel 33 was 65 Referring again to FIGS. 6-9. experiments have shown 
farmed and finished by its manufacturer. Importantly, the that asymmetrical build-up of stresses. as shown in graphical 
bottom surface 37 is intentionakly stressed to a particular plots 2. cause the trowel blades to change shape. Substantial 
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5 
yhape changes are likely to occur in the unstiffened trans- 
verse direction 16 (perpendicular to mounting 14) of a 
trowel blade 13 (See HG. 2). Shape changes can also occur 
in the axial direction 12. 

One set of glass bead blasting parameters that produces 
desirable stress inducing results is as follows: 

Air Pressure: 40 psi 
Angle of Impingement: 90 degrees 
Sbriking Distance: 7 inches 
h'ozzle Traverse Velocity: 0.5 inches per second 
Bead Size: 70-100 screen 
Nozzle Size: 5/is inch 
This embodiment produces a blast-contact area on the 

surface of the trowel blade of approximately 1.5 inches, 
which necessitates several passes to cover the entire surface 
of the blade. These parameters can be adjusted accordingly 
to produce wider (or narrowerj blast-contact areas which 
produce substantially similar stress levels per unit area of 
blade material treated. 

Alternatively, instead of using glass beads to impart stress 
in the surface of blade cell 31. steel shot may be used to treat 
surfaces 37. 43 and impart stress. The steel shot are pro- 
pelled against surfaces 37. 43 by. for example, air pressure. 

In another embodiment, the top and bottom surfaces 37, 
43 may be ground with an abrasive grinder. as for example, 
a rotating vitrified grinding wheel or a coated abrasive belt 
to impart controlled stress. 
In another embodiment, the top and bottom surfaces 37, 

43 may be brushed with wire brushes to impart stress. Such 
brushing may be by rotary or reciprocal movement. 
Io another embodiment. the top and bottom surfaces 37, 

43 may be brushed with wire brushes whose brush tips 
terminate in globules of adhesive or metal to impart stress. 
This technique will impart relatively more stress than con- 
ve-ntinna! wire h r s h e r  31rh hruching may be by r o w  or 
reciprocal movement. 

In another embodiment, the top and bottom surfaces 37. 
43 may be lapped against an abrasive material to impart 
stress. Such lapping should be uniform 

In another embodiment. the top and bottom surfaces 37. 
43 may be polished to impart stress, Such polishing should 
be unif arm. 

In another embodiment, the top and bottom surfaces 37, 
43 may be rolled by rollers for a predetermined length of 
timein order to impart stress. Aroller (not shown) of a width 
longer than the width of surfaces 37,43 is used. The roller 
is positioned at one end or edge of surface 37 (or 43) and 
rolled along the elongated andlor narrow direction of the 
surface 37 (or 43). The roller is forced against the surface at 
a predetermined force during rolling. 

In another embodiment, the top and bottom surfaces 37, 
43 may be vibratory finished to iTnpart stress. 
In all embodiments, the controlled stress intentionally 

imposed on surface 37 can be varied to be substantially 
equal to the stress which is created when smoothing a 
particular spreadable material. For example, if concrete is to 
be smoothed by the trowel, then the stress imposed on 
surface 37 should be substantially equal to the stress which 
wil l  be created on the blade when the trowel smooths 
concrete. 

The complimentary stress imposed on the back surface 43 
of the blade causes the bla& to assume a predetermined 
shape. For example, if it is desired to have a straight, 
near-flat blade. then the complimentary stress level on top 

6 
surface 43 should substantially equal the level of stress on 
bottom surface 37. 

If. on the other hand, it is desired that the blade have a 
slight bow. i.e.. a convex shape in the narrow blade width 

5 direction on bottom surface 37, then the complimentary 
stress on the top surface 43 should be lesser than the stress 
level on the bottom surface 37. By varying residual stresses 
on the top mounting surface of a trowel blade. the blade 
shape can be intentionally manipulated so that it is anywhere 

lo from very convex to flat on the working surface. In a 
particular case, the blade shape may even be formed con- 
cave. 

While only one preferred embodiment, and several alter- 
native embodiments, of the invention have been described 
hereinabove, those of ordinary skill in the art will recognize 
that the embodiments may be modified and altered without 
departing from the central spirit and scope of the invention. 
Thus. the embodiments described hereinabove are to be 
considered in all respeEts as illustrative and not restrictive, 

20 the scope of the invention being indicated by the appended 
claims. rather than by the foregoing descriphons, and all 
changes which come within the meaning and range of 
equivalency of the claims are intended to be embraced 
herein. 

25 What is claimed is: 
1. A method of manufacturing a metal trowel blade for 

applying and smoothing an abrasive. spreadable material, 
the blade having a bottom working surface that is forced 
against the spreadabje material and a top surface opposite 

30 the bottom working surface and to which a handle may be 
attached, comprising the steps of: 

forming the blade from a sheet of metal and having a 
bottom working surface and a top surface; 

intentionally imposing a biaxial residual compressive 
35 stress of a predetermined magnitude on the working 

surface of the blade. said predetermined magnitude 
L- - - urhg  such that the b i n i d  residur;? c~;"upessi.;e &ess 
on the working surface of the blade will remain sub- 
stantially constant when the trowel blade is used to 

40 smooth the abrasive spreadable material since use will 
restore residual compressive stresses as prestressed 
blade material is abraded away by use. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein said predetermined 
magnitude substantially equals in magnitude the working 

45 stress that is created at the working surface of the blade 
when smoothing the spreadable material. 

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of constructing 
the blade includes providing a metal strip: and cutting a 
generally planar blade of desired shape from the strip. 

50 4. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of intentionally 
imposing a biaxiai residual compressive stress includes 
uniformly blasting the working surface of the blade with 
glass beads for a predetermined length of time under pre- 
determined conditions, 

5s 5. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of intentionally 
imposing a controlledresidualstress includes uniformly shot 
blasting the working surface of the blade for a first prede- 
termined length of time under &st predetermined condi- 
tions. 

60 6. The method of claim 1 wherein the skp of intentionally 
imposing a c~ntrolled residual stress includes uniformly 
grinding the working surface of the blade for a predda- 
mined length of time under predetermined conditions. 

7. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of intentionally 
65 imposing a controlled residual stress includes uniformly 

wire brushing the working surface of the blade for a prede- 
termined length of time under predetermined conditions. 
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8. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of intentionally 
imposing a controlled residual stress includes uniformly 
wire brushing the working surface of the blade for a prede- 
tcnnincd length of time under predetermined conditions. 
using wire brushes which are tipped with globules of hard- 
ened material. 

9. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of intentionally 
imposing a controlled residual stress includes uniformly 
lapping the working surface of the blade for a predetermined 
length of tirne under predetermined conditions. 

10. Thc method of claim I wherein the step of intention- 
ally imposing a motrolled residual stress includes uniformly 
polishing the working surface of the blade for a predeter- 
mined length of time under predetermined conditions, 

11. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of intention- 
ally imposing a conholled residual stress includes uniformly 
rolling the working surface of the blade for a predetennined 
length of time under predetermined conditions. 

12. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of intention- 
ally imposing a controlled residual stress includes uniformly 
vibratory finishing the working surface of the blade for a 
predetermined length of time under predetermined condi- 
tions. 

13. The method of claim I wherein the step of construct- 
ing the blade includes forming an elongate beam having a 
flat working surface extending along the length of said beam 
and a flat back surface extending along an opposite side of 
said beam; 

and wherein the step of intentionally imposing a con- 
trolled residual stress includes: 
positioning a roller with a width that extends across the 

beam worlang surface and against the beam working 
surface at a first end of the beam. and 

rolling said rollex along the elongate direction of the 
beam, and 

forcing the roller against the beam with a predeter- 
mined force, and 

rolling the roller along the beam in the elongate direc- 
tion to a second end of the beam. 

14. A method of manufacturing a metai trowel blade for 
applying and smoothing an abrasive, spreadable material, 
the blade having a bottom working surface that is forced 
against the spreadable material and a top surface opposite 
the bottom working surface and to which a handle may be 
attached comprising the steps of: 

fonning the blade from a sheet of metal and having a 
bottom working surface and a top surface; 

intentionally imposing a biaxial residual compressive 
stress of a p.ede&ned magnitude on the working 
surface of the blade; and 

intentionally imposing a complimentary biaxial residual 
comprtssive stress on the top surface of the blade to 
intentionally compensate for any undesired blade shape 
changes caused by the intentionally imposed hiaxial 
residual compressive stress on the bottom working 
surfacc of the blade: 

said predctcrrnincd magnitude being such that the biaxial 
residual compressive stress on the working surface of 
the Made will remain substantially constant when the 
trowel blade is used to smooth the abrasive, spreadable 
material since use will restore residual compressive 
stresses as prestressed blade materid is abraded away 
by use. 

15. The method of claim 14 wherein said predetermined 
magnitude substantially equals in magnitude the working 
stress that is created at the working surface of the blade 
when smoothing the spreadable material. 

8 
16. The method of claim 14 wherein the step of construct- 

ing the blade includes providing a metal strip: and cutting a 
generally planar blade of desired shape from the strip. 

17. The method of claim 14 wherein the step of inten- 
5 tionally imposing a biaxial residual compressive stress 

includes uniformly blasting the working surface of the blade 
with glass beads for a first predetermined length of time 
under ~edetermined conditions; and wherein the step of 
intentionally imposing the complimentary biaxial residual 

10 
compressive stress includes uniformly blasting with glass 
beads the back surface of the blade for a second predeter- 
mined length of time and under second predetermined 
conditions. 

18. The method of claim 27 wherein said first predeter- 
mined length of time is substantiaLly equal to said second 

l5 predetermined length of time. 
19. The method of claim 17 wherein said first predeter- 

mined conditions are substantially the same as said second 
predetamined conditions. 

20. The method of claim 14 wherein the steps of inten- 
20 tionally imposing a controlled residual stress includes uni- 

formly shot blasting the working surface of the blade for a 
first predetermined length of time under fist  predetennined 
conditions; and wherein the step of intentionally imposing a 
complimentary residual stress includes shot blasting the 

25 back surface of the blade for a second predetermined length 
of time and under second predetermined conditions. 

21. The method of claim 14 wherein the step of inten- 
tionally imposing a controlled residual stress includes uni- 
forrnly ginding the working surface of the blade for a 

w predetermined length of time under predetermined condi- 
tions: and wherein the step of intentionally imposing a 
complimentary residual stress includes grinding the back 
surface of the blade for a predetermined lzngth of time and 
under predetermined conditions. 

22. The method of claim 14 wherein the step of inten- 
tionally irnpming a controlled residual stress includes uni- 
formly wire brushing the working surface of the blade for a 
predetermined iength of time under predetermined condi- 
tions; and wherein the step of intentionally imposing a 
cortyhentary residual stress includes wire brushing the 
back surface of the blade for a predeterrmned length of time 
and under predetennined conditions. 

23. The method of claim 14 wherein the step of inten- 
tionally imposing a controlled residual stress includes uni- 
fonnly wire brushing the working surface of the blade for a 
predetennined length of time under predetermined condi- 
tions; and wherein the step of intentionally imposing a 
complimentary residual stress includes wire brushing the 
back surface of the blade for a predetermined length of time 
and under predetermined conditions, using wire brushes 
which are tipped with globules of hardened material. 

24. The method of claim 14 wherein the step of inten- 
tionally imposing a controlled residual stress includes uni- 
formly lapping the working surface of the blade for a 
predetermined length of time under predetermined condi- 
tions; and wherein the step of intentionally imposing a 
complimentary residual stress includes lapping the back 
surface of the blade for a predetesmined length of time and 
under predetermined conditions. 

25. The method of claim 14 wherein the step of inten- 
tionally imposing a controlled residual stress includes uni- 
formly polishing the working surface of the blade for a 
predetermined length of time under predetermined condi- 
tions: and wherein the step of intentionally imposing a 
complimentary residual stress includes polishing the back 
surface of the blade for a predetermined length of time and 
under predetermined conditions. 
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26. The method of claim 14 wherein the step of inten- 
tionally imposing a controlled residual stress includes uni- 
formly surface rolling the working surface of the blade for 
a predetermined length of time under predetermined condi- 
tions; and wherein the step of intentionally imposing a 5 

complimentq residual stress includes surface rolling the 
back surface of the blade for a predetermined length of time 
and under predetermined conditions. 

27, The method of claim 14 wherein the step of inten- 
tionally imposing a controlled residual stress includes uni- 10 

formly vibratory finishing the working surface of the blade 
for a predetermined length of time under predetermined 
conditions; and wherein the step of intentionally imposing a 
complimentary residual stress includes vibratory finishing 
the back surface of the blade for a predetermined length of 15 

time and under predetermined conditions. 
28. The method of claim 14 wherein the step of construct- 

ing the blade includes forming an elongate beam having a 
flat working surface extending along the length of said beam 
and a flat back surface extending along an opposite side of 20 

said beam; 
and wherein the step of intentionally imposing a compli- 

mentary residual stress includes: 

positioning a roller with a width that extends across the 
beam working surface and against the beam working 
surface at a first end of the beam, and 

rolling said roller along the elongate direction of the 
beam. and 

forcing the roller against the beam with a predeter- 
mined force. and 

rolling, the roller along the beam in the elongate 
direction to a second end of the beam; 

and wherein the step of intentionally imposing a com- 
plimentary residual stress includes: 

positioning a roller with a width that extends across the 
beam back surface and against the beam back surface 
at a first end of the beam. and 

rolling the roller along the elongate direction of the 
beam, and 

forcing the rollex against the beam with a predeter- 
mined force, and 

roiling the r o b  along the beam in the elongate direc- 
tion to a second end of the beam, 
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